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 1. Remove two plastic caps located on 
the top of nebulisation chamber.
Note: Keep caps at your disposal. 
If you do not need continual liquid 
delive ry, caps are necessary for clo
sing plugs.
Note: it is necessary to have desktop 
stand or trolley stand in order to use 
a medication supply set.

 2. Connect tightly tubes to the nebulisa
tion chamber.  If tube connections are 
loose, air will enter into tubes, liquid 
will leak and medication tank can be 
overflowed.
Warning: tubes must be in proper 
condi tion, without ruptures and 
cracks.

 3. Connect tubes to the medication bottle 
cap. If tube connections are loose, air 
will enter into tubes, liquid will leak and 
medication tank can be overflowed.
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 4. Fill medication bottle with liquid inte
nded for inhalation and tightly close 
medication bottle cap. If medication 
bottle cap is loose, air will enter into 
tubes, liquid will leak and medication 
tank can be overflowed.

 5. Hang medication bottle on stand.
Warning: there must be no air bu bbles 
inside tubes or delivery of li quid from 
bottle to nebuliser can be interrupted.
Periodically inspect presence of air 
bubbles inside tubes, and remove air 
bubbles if necessary.

 6. Check level of liquid in the medication 
cup of nebuliser. Level of liquid should 
be as shown on picture. If water level is 
raising, some of the tubes or medica
tion bottle cap joints are not tight. Air 
is passing to medication bottle and 
liquid is filling medication cup without 
control.
Warning: nebuliser can be powered 
up only after medication cup overflow 
is checked.
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 7. Nebuliser is ready for operation. Inha
lation should be performed according 
to user manual of nebuliser.
Warning: if accessory for contiual 
liquid delivery is used, water from 
nebuliser water tank must be repla
ced at least once per day.

 8. If after work some of liquid remains in 
medication bottle, it is necessary to 
empty medication bottle.

Remove medication bottle from stand 
and put bottle in position lower than 
level of water in medication cup.

 9. Wait until tubes are empty of liquid. 
Remove medication bottle cap and 
empty liquid from medication bottle.




